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Gender Role Beliefs

▶Attitudes Toward Women
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Definition

Gender role conflict can be described as the

problems following from the discrepancy

women andmen experience between the different

roles they have to play in modern society. First,

there is their traditional role: for women as

a mother, a carer, and a housekeeper and for

men as a breadwinner, who earns a proper living

for his wife and his children. Second, there is

the modern role of emancipated and independent

women as dedicated workers in the labor

market and of dedicated fathers who also take

responsibility for the care and upbringing of

their children.

Description

The origin of the gender role conflict can be

found in economic history (Pott-Buter, 1993).

The industrial revolution resulted in a spatial

distinction between the place where people

lived and the place where people worked for

a substantial part of the day. Early industrial

establishments were often dirty and unhealthy

places to be. Yet, many complete families,

including women and children, needed to go out

and work there to earn a living. The bad condi-

tions in these industrial establishments

contributed to the advent of the bourgeois ideal

that a husband should earn enough to keep

his wife and his children, so that they would not

have to go out to work in factories and other dirty,

unhealthy, and depraved establishments. During

the first decades of the twentieth century,

many countries adopted rules and regulations

forbidding married women and children under

a certain age to go out and work. Young, unmar-

ried women were allowed to work in an office, in

a shop, as a nurse, or as a servant or a maid.
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After marriage women’s “natural” role was with

her children (Bradley, 1989). This idea was

supported by new insights from scientific

disciplines like pedagogy but also by different

religious movements. Growing wealth and the

growing influence of unions contributed to the rise

of male earnings. This allowed a growing share of

families to live from the male breadwinner’s

earnings.

In several countries the First and the Second

World War meant a breach in this serene picture.

Men went to war massively and women had to

replace them in the jobs they left open. For many

women this implied getting acquaintedwith aworld

they hardly new. Sometimes work was hard, but

often it was also rewarding in terms of money but

also in terms of using your talents, getting things

done, and cooperating with colleagues. After the

war many governments, supported by other restor-

ative forces, tried to reestablish the old relations,

partly driven by fear for the return of the large-scale

prewar unemployment.

However, new ideas – especially in the field of

law – emerged on equality of all citizens, men and

women, as laid down in the Declaration of

Human Rights and the UN Charter (Brophy &

Smart, 1985). These ideas got support from

a sociological perspective: authors/philosophers

like Simone de Beauvoir made a plea that women

should not hide in the private sphere of the fam-

ily, but should also participate more in the public

sphere of the labor market and government.

These insights and growing wealth contributed

to increasing enrolment of girls and young

women in education. Even though there are sub-

stantial country differences, all Western coun-

tries show a tremendous increase of female

educational levels over the last 50 years.

In various countries women have even overtaken

men’s educational achievements. Young genera-

tions of women learned to be independent

and to stand up for themselves. At school they

gathered the knowledge and developed the skills

(human capital) to work in an ever wider range of

professions. And despite wage discrimination

and the glass ceiling that prevented them

from easily accessing the higher steps of the

organizational hierarchy, female labor market

participation grows dramatically over the years

(Goldin, 1990). Unmarried women were the first

to enter the labor market, but soon they were

followed by married women and mothers.

Even though demographers could register

declining birth rates all over the Western world

(Van der Kaa, 1987) and the growing availability

of contraceptives allowed women to plan and

postpone the birth of their children, still most

women became a mother at some point during

their life course. The birth of a child confronts

parents with the question how to integrate the

need to care for the new born baby into their

life. As it is a new experience, they tend to look

at the behavior of role models: examples set

by relevant members of their social network

(Cunningham, 2001; Gupta, 2006). A major

point of reference in matters of life and death is

how parents or other family members (uncles and

aunts, older brothers and sisters) dealt with these

issues in the past. For many young parents, their

role models still represented the traditional

division between a male fulltime working bread-

winner and a female fulltime caring housewife.

This example of how to organize the care for

a family contrasts with the new, modern norms

younger generations of women and men devel-

oped during the 1980s and 1990s of the twentieth

century (England & Farkas, 1986). So, the tradi-

tion says that a woman should always give prior-

ity to her role as a mother and that her labor

market career should not interfere with this role.

Living up to the new norms of emancipation,

a woman should not only take responsibility for

caring for and raising children but should also

pursue economic independence and strive for

the deployment of her talents in different

domains of life. Men face a similar gender role

conflict: traditionally they are supposed to focus

on their labor market career and excused to spend

all of their time and energy on work, while

the image of a modern and dedicated father and

the demands of modern women and mothers

require them also to take up their role as a father

seriously. Modern mothers and fathers acknowl-

edge that the care for their children should be

a joint effort, just like they want to contribute to

household income jointly too.
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Discussion

Many young parents experience that the desire to

(equally) share both paid work and unpaid tasks

requires a continuous struggle. Part of the strug-

gle may be with grandparents (in law) who

reproach the young mother with neglecting her

children when “she” sends them to a day-care

center too often or the young father with spoiling

his career opportunities when he does not want to

work fulltime, because he wants to spend

more time with his young children. Part of the

struggle may also be with organizations who still

stick to the maxim of fulltime attendance or the

idea that managerial jobs cannot be done part

time (Peper, Van Doorne-Huiskes, & den Dulk,

2005). And the struggle may also be with institu-

tions and the suppliers of services that presuppose

that there will be always someone at home during

the daytime to receive a parcel or to open the door

for the plumber, just like in the old days of the

breadwinner model and the fulltime housewife.

Moreover, many modern women and men

experience this struggle in their own life: they

are continuously looking for a balance between

work and family life (Den Dulk, 2001). And often

they fear to fail, as they would like to be not only

a good and dedicated parent but also a good and

dedicated employee, a supportive child for their

parents who are getting older and frailer, and also

a proper citizen who contributes something to

society – a whole bunch of aspirations that cannot

be realized all at the same time. In many countries

time competition between work and family life

has resulted in an increase of the age of first

motherhood (Beets et al., 2011).

Looking at the way many women (and men)

struggle to find a proper balance between work

and family life, many advocates of women’s

emancipation have made pleas for proper

arrangements in the field of leave and child

care. Nowadays, their pleas are supported by

those who foresee future labor market shortages

due to the ageing and the dejuvenation of the

people (Van Dalen, Henkens, & Schippers,

2009). In order to make all male and female

productive talents available for the labor market,

families should be supported with arrangements

that help them combine work and the care

for children. However, such facilities – though

more widespread than two or three decades ago –

are still not available to all families and countries

show a wide variety of facilities they offer (and at

which price) (B€ack-Wiklund, van der Lippe,

den Dulk, & van Doorne-Huiskes, 2011). More-

over, as we have seen, solving the gender role

conflict is not only a matter of facilities but also

a matter of (slowly changing) societal norms,

examples, and behavior (Van Putten, 2009).

Cross-References

▶Gender Discrimination

▶Work-Life Balance
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Synonyms

Feminist theory; Gender differences theory;

Identity theory

Definition

Gender theory is the study of what is understood

as masculine and/or feminine and/or queer

behavior in any given context, community,

society, or field of study (including, but not

limited to, literature, history, sociology, educa-

tion, applied linguistics, religion, health sciences,

philosophy, cultural studies). The term sex refers

to categories of the biologically observable

human body, female and male or intersex

(i.e., nature), while the term gender refers to the

categories of social expectations, roles, and

behaviors, feminine and masculine (i.e., what is

nurtured). Some argue, however, that even

biological sex is socially constructed and that

masculine and feminine behaviors may be rooted

in physiology as well (Halberstam, 1998; Fausto-

Sterling, 2000). The word gender can also be

used as a morphological form in some languages

(such as the masculine or feminine used for

syntactic meaning in French), but for scholars

working in the social sciences, gender is

a category where masculine and feminine are

understood as behavioral patterns and part of

a gender system. Gender theory is concerned

with the construction or the development of the

self and implies a theory wherein individual

speaking, thinking, acting, and perceiving are

viewed as formed with culturally specific patterns

of behavior that develop over time (Disch, 2008).

This emerges from an understanding of gender as

constructed and formed in social interactions

(known as constructivism) (Butler, 1990;

Bourdieu, 2001). The alternative view that gen-

der and sex are one in the same is known as

essentialism. Gender theory is fundamentally

concerned with interrupting sexist systems and

stereotypes and exploring ever-new ways to be

human in regards to any gendered performances

of the self (Foucault, 1978).

Description

Gender theory is closely related to, but not the

same as, feminist theory. Both gender theory and

feminist theory forward a critical analysis of the

relationship between difference and inequality

through the theorization of gender role socializa-

tion (Gilligan, 1982; Kimmel & Aronson, 2010).

Both seek to explore and understand the process

of gender socialization and analyze the relation-

ship of gender and/or sex to unequal distribution

of power in the world. Feminist theory takes

a woman’s experience as its starting point

(Note: Simone de Beauvoir’s suggestion that

“one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman,”

De Beauvoir, 1949/1989, p. 267); However, the

conceptualizations of masculinity and femininity
in gender theory are modes of performing identity

rather than natural manifestations of biology

per se.

Gender is understood as socially constructed –

something learned. Social scientists believe that

we acquire characteristics and behaviors because

of how they are understood by those around us;

we gradually become masculine and/or feminine,

and we behave in gendered ways in various
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